Dr Richard Alan Miller BOOKS WRITTEN:

**Physics and the Paranormal**
- ESP Induction through forms of Self-Hypnosis
- Power Tools for the 21st Century, with Workbook 1, (2, and 3 – 2014)
- The Non-Local Mind in a Holographic Universe (2014)
- The Diamond Body series (3 volume) – (2014)
- Electro-Magick and Yogatronics (2015)
- The Seal Reports (Navy SEALs) – (2014)
- Spook Central (MRU Reports) – (2014)
- The Marshal Papers (Bob Marshal, with Buckminster Fuller) – (2014)

**Metaphysics**
- The Modern Alchemist
- The Magical and Ritual Use of Herbs
- The Magical and Ritual Use of Aphrodisiacs
- The Magical and Ritual Use of Perfumes

  - Pantheon: Archetypal Gods in Daily Living (2014)
  - The Holistic Qabalah (12-vol) – (2015)

**Alternative Agriculture**
- Encyclopedia of Alternative Agriculture, (5-Vol) – (2, and 3 – 2014)
- Potential of Herbs as a Cash Crop
- Native Plants of Commercial Importance
- Small Farm series (PDFs) – www.herbfarminfo.com

  - Forest Farming Techniques (2014)
  - Successful Farm Ventures for North America (2014)